
UNIT 1 AND 2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT MOCHOVCE CONSTRUCTION 
FINISHING FROM PRIMARY CONTRACTOR OF TECHNOLOGICAL PART 

ŠKODA PRAHA a. s. POINT OF VIEW 

Škoda Praha was already under past political system entrusted as specialized firm with 
general delivery of technological part for all thermal power plants in former ČSFR and as well 
for nuclear power plants AI, VI and V2 at Jaslovské Bohunice and Unit 4 NPP Dukovany. It 
was chosen in 1983 as general supplier of technology for NPP Mochovce. Contract for 
construction of the first two Units was signed on June 17th, 1986 with putting in operation 
deadlines of Unit 1 in 10/89, Unit 2 in 07/9P 

These dates were changed several times above all for reasons of NPP Mochovce and NPP 
Temelín construction concurrence when Czechoslovak industrial base did not manage to 
cover with supplies both constructions. 

At the end of 1990 there began to emerge shortcomings in financing and it came to 
construction deceleration and suspension of all four NPP Mochovce Units in the course of 
1991 to 1995. 

After Czechoslovakia division into two independent republics there were conducted from 
January 1st, 1993 many negotiations by investor with EDF, Framatome, Siemens and foreign 
banks regarding construction finishing of the first two Units and financing of this 
construction. 

Negotiations ended in the failure because terms stipulated by these firms were 
unacceptable for Slovakian republic government. 

There were restored negotiations concerning construction finishing with Škoda Praha 
which resulted in signature of amendment No. 194 to original Contract on April 16th, 1996 
with finish deadlines of Unit 1 on June 30th, 1998 and Unit 2 on March 31st, 1999. 

Skoda Praha was charged with the task to mobilize whole supplying sphere and start above 
all design activities for detailed designs completion and delivery of technology ensurance. To 
this thing contributed offered advance payments from investor to Škoda Praha and from 
Škoda Praha to final suppliers. 

In first months after contract signature there were preferred in construction civil 
engineering activities i.e. finish of civil structures preparedness for suppliers of technology 
and reconditioning of buildings and civil structures. Technological part activities were limited 
to equipment reconditioning at storehouses and/or on the site where reconditioning of civil 
structure part finished. Nevertheless, at the turn of 1996 and 1997 years when intensive 
negotiations with investor regarding scope and financial evaluation of technological 
equipment reconditioning were in progress, final suppliers began setting to erection work 
because signed schedule did not allow for further delay of erection commencement. Activity 
in individual civil structures and rooms was thereby considerably complicated as it came to 
concurrence of civil structure and technological part work. 

Regarding considerable dustiness of civil structure work there have to be technological 
equipment protected by PVC sheeting in order not to come to its damage. This concurrence of 
work was in the course of first stage one of the most difficult things for work organization and 
it ended in half a 1997 year. 

For Unit 1 putting in operation remained approximately 12 months during which there 
ought to be finished the erection and performed necessary tests according to approved 
programs. Situation was complicated by the fact that investor at the same time demanded to 
realize large scope of safety measures to secure standard of nuclear safety usual in western 
countries. Total of 59 safety measures were in technological part and they were divided 
among investor, EGP, Škoda Praha, EUCOM (Framatome and Siemens) and Russian 
federation (CIS). It was approved to be realized on the whole 32 safety measures. 
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To manage this situation there were created special professional teams the task of which 
was to technically elaborate and coordinate these safety measures and implement them into 
existed design that way so as the outcome to be coordinated amendment to basic design and 
within realization period amendment to detailed design. During very short time there was 
necessary to be procured new deliveries most of which were from abroad. 

In spite of limit to the labour force capacities of these safety measures leaders as well as 
final suppliers we managed to cope with this task insofar as until Unit 1 start-up there were 
fully realized 26 safety measures and partially 3 safety measures; part of safety measures were 
after agreement between investor and ÚJD transferred to be realized within Unit 1 first outage 
during which there were carried out next 27 safety measures, out of that safety measure EH 01 
- seismicity and I&C 11 - control of coolant chemistry and monitoring - partially. 

The fact is that realization proceeded largely according to gradually issued working 
drawings, detailed designs were completed in the course of work and deliveries were procured 
according to basic design. The risk of small non-conformances was solved during work by 
approved form of "small changes". 

During erection work our company had to solve besides above mentioned following 
problems which complicated work process : 

- bankruptcy of some final suppliers (Modřanské strojírny) and transfer of finishing work to 
Skoda Praha and/or the other suppliers 
multiyear break in realization meant necessity of re-designing and replacement of original 
deliveries by the other new ones 
deficiency of qualified erection labour force capacities caused by considerable cumulation 
of work 
at final erection stage there remained minimum time for insulation work which was 
carried out also in the course of functional tests, physical and power escalation tests 
great number of so called "small changes" (approximately 684), by which there were 
corrected shortcomings resulting from tests, whose erection had to be realized within 
hours or days 

All these problems caused that it had to be dropped the original idea of equipment tests 
after its complete erection but we were forced to set to functional and stage tests with 
unfinished erection work. 

Commencement of tests was preceded by period of elaboration and approval of individual 
start-up and commissioning programs (202 on the whole) with the fact that after incorporation, 
of safety measure into design these programs had to be corrected and modified. 

Situation in preparation and realization of tests was seriously complicated in the spring of 
1997 when on the basis of investor requirement the activity of start-up management was 
transferred to VÚJE company including most labourers from May 1st. 1997. Škoda Praha 
company was charged with the task to complete state of qualified workers for start-up work 
from its own sources and/or to secure this activity by agreements with some new suppliers 
particularly in electric (fy ESE) and I&C parts (fy I&C S i. 

Departure of start-up labourers to VÚJE meant for Skoda company the loss of know-how 
and eventually as well financial loss because for activities of new Škoda Praha labourers and 
new suppliers the rest of financial means, which remained for Škoda Praha after conclusion of 
agreement with VUJE. was insufficient. 

Despite mentioned problems we managed to commence first stage test, so-cailea overall 
hydraulic test stage 1 (cold tests witnout fuel assembly imitators) on August 20m. 1997 in 
accordance with schedule. 
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Next progress was as follows : 

finish of overall hydraulic test stage 1 . 
1st inspection 
overall hydraulic test stage 2 
(hot tests with fuel assembly imitators) 
physical tests (fuel loading) 
power escalation tests 
144 hours reliability test 

28.10.1997 
29.10.1997-22.01.1998 

23.01.1998 - 15.03.1998 
27.04.1998-23.06.1998 
24.06.1998 - 06.10.1998 
07.10.1998- 13.10.1998 

Owing to the fact that during start-up tests and overall hydraulic test and subsequently in 
the course of power escalation tests emerged some functional failures and it was necessary to 
solve by design and ensure deliveries for some safety measures or new technical solutions, it 
was decided break of power escalation tests from July 29th, 1998 to August 7th, 1998 and once 
more from September 14th, 1998 to October 2nd, 1998. 

Throughout these outages there were all failures obstructing further tests continuance 
corrected and Unit 1 was prepared to commercial operation on October 13th, 1998 and take-
over protocol was signed on October 15th, 1998. 

Detailed analysis of reasons which caused 3-month delay is presented in separate "Report" 
which is available at investor and Škoda Praha. 

Planned deadline, which was approved by amendment No. 51 to be on July 21st, 1998, was 
thus fulfilled with delay of approximately 3 months. 

Evaluating conditions, under which proceeded realization of work in Unit 1 and reality that 
in work progress we managed to realize decisive safety measures which demanded "ÚJD SR 
(Slovakian nuclear safety authorities)", we consider Unit 1 putting in operation as remarkable 
success despite mentioned delay. 

In Unit 2, for which it was contractually approved deadline of putting in operation March 
31st, 1999 and later April 2nd, 1999 corrected to July 31, 1999, work proceeded only within 
limited scope. Reason for this reality was limited labour force of final suppliers regarding 
design and erection capacities and increasing problems with financing by investor. 

Therefore this state was evaluated in detail and in February 1999 there was signed new 
schedule between investor and Škoda Praha with putting in operation deadline on December 
31st, 1999 and mutual contract was corrected for this date. 

Škoda Praha committed itself to realize in Unit 2 on the whole 54 safety measures out of 
which there were 52 realized completely (or within approved scope); 1 safety measure was 
not realized (S 14 - deaeration of primary circuit under accident conditions) and Lsafety 
measure was realized to approximately 95 % (EH 01 - seismicity). 

Despite substantial difficulties with financing there were fulfilled all decisive milestones 
according contractual schedule dates until physical tests (4 days advance). 
Progress was as follows : 

- pressure test of primary circuit separable parts 09.03.1999 - 14.03.1999 
- overall hydraulic test stage 1 (without imitators) 01.04.1999 - 03.05.1999 
- T inspection 04.05.1999 - 30.06.1999 
- tests of turbines by extraneous steam from Unit 1 .... 21.05.1999 - 15.06.1999 

overall hydraulic test stage 2 
(hot tests with fuel assembly imitators) 01.07.1999- 12.08.1999 
onysical tests 05.10.1999 - 12.12.199° 

- power escalation tests (planned) 12.12.1999-24.02.2000 
- 144 hours reliability test (planned) 24.02.2000 - 01.03.2000 
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Shifting of deadline by approximately 2 months was caused by following factors : 

- durations of physical and power escalation tests in contractual schedule were unrealistic 
and they had to be corrected 

- Unit 1 outage, which proceeded concurrently with physical and power escalation tests, 
blocked considerable part of operational and supply capacities, 

- there had to be corrected some failures which emerged in the course of physical and 
power escalation tests 

Final valuation : 
Primary contractor of technological part Škoda Praha together with its final suppliers 

proved ability to realize under hard conditions such a complicated work what was 
indisputedly Units 1 and 2 finishing. 

Company proved capability to conform itself flexibly in the course of work to 
requirements of customer for realization of safety measures which means that Units 1 and 2 
fully satisfy international standards. 

By fulfilment of primary contractor of technology obligations and above all by takeover of 
complex responsibility for both Units putting in operation including responsibility for "past" 
Skoda Praha put away one of basic problems which occurred in decision making to whom 
will be assigned construction finishing contract. 

These facts fully qualify Škoda Praha to be selected for possible Units 3 and 4 construction 
finishing as one of chief construction finishing participant. 


